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Background
Literary fiction and TOM

Theory of Mind
Theory of Mind (TOM):

Kidd & Castano’s (2013) hypothesis:

Humans’ ability to attribute mental states,
such as beliefs, knowledge and emotions,
to themselves and to realize that other
people also have mental states, which may
differ from their own.

Reading literary fiction enhances
affective TOM compared to popular
fiction.

Issues K&C (2013)
- Large effect considering treatment &
participants’ TOM experience
- No clear distinction between literary
fiction and popular fiction
- P-curve analysis showed no evidential
value

Results Kidd & Castano (2013)

Cognitive TOM: inferring and representing
others’ intentions and beliefs
Affective TOM: detecting and
understanding others’ emotions

Study: replication of K&C (2013, exp. 5)

Results & Conclusion

Participants and design

Results

526 participants from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk platform.
After applying the same exclusion criteria as Kidd &
Castano (2013) the final sample consisted of 300
participants: 150 randomly assigned to the popular fiction
condition and 150 to the literary fiction condition. The two
conditions were comparable in proportion of women,
mean age,
ethnicity and highest level of education.

Materials

Three literary fiction texts and 3 popular fiction texts taken
from Experiment 5 by Kidd & Castano (2013). Affective
TOM was measured using Yoni tasks (first and second
order)1 and RMET. An Author Recognition Test,
transportation, and two text evaluation questions (i.e., is
this text a good example of literature?, did you enjoy
reading the text?) Procedure

The procedure was identical to that in Experiment 5 of
Kidd & Castano (2013):
Literary
fiction

Popular
fiction

RMET
Yoni
ART
Transportation
Text evaluation

Conclusion
- Reading literary fiction did not enhance affective TOM relative to reading
popular fiction
- Our results are consistent with other (direct) replications of K&C (2013), i.e.,
Samur et al., (2017) and Panero et al. (2017).
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1 In first order Yoni tasks, participants need to indicate which object (out of four) a
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